Conferences & Symposia
1. **Poster presentation:** “Design and Synthesis of Supramolecular Fluorescent Probe and Exploration of Their Biological Application for Specific Recognition with Xanthine Alkaloids.” in the **National Seminar on Recent Advances In Chemistry**, Dept. of Chemistry, Visva-Bharati, 9th March 2014.


5. **Poster presentation:** “Detection and quantification of 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate in cell-free and whole-cell system” in the **International Symposium on Chemistry For The Human Welfare**, Department of Chemistry, University of Gour Banga, Malda, 7th April 2017.

6. **Poster presentation:** “Selective Recognition and Quantification of 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate in Human Blood Sample” in the **International Conference on Emerging Materials (ICEM 2017)**, Department of Chemistry and Chemical Technology, Vidyasagar University, 20-21 April, 2017.

7. **Poster presentation:** “First Chemosensor for Quantification of L-4-Hydroxyproline in Collagen and Other Bio Samples” in the **International Seminar on “Science: Past,
Present and Future” organized by Shyamsundar College in collaboration with Indian Chemical Society, Purba Bardhaman, West Bengal, 12th December, 2017.

8. Attended Short Duration Lecture Workshop on Recent Trends in Interdisciplinary Sciences organized by Integrated Science Education and Research Centre (ISERC), Siksha-Bhavana, Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan, India, 12–14 February, 2018.